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We discuss some mechanisms of isotropization in the class of w-dimensional Bianchi 
I models. We show that these models can isotropize but this process leads to the breakdown 
of dimensional reduction. Thus we ought to look for such a mechanism of dimensional 

reduction that isotropizes the spaće.
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1. IntroductionChodoś and Detweiler [1 ] considered vacuum Einstein equations in the case of 5-dimen- siónal spacetime. Assuming the Kasner type of metric
(D

where 
and imposing the condition that the total space was isotropic in 4 dimensions, they found the following solution: p1 = p2 = P3 '= — p4, = 1/2. This solution represents the model with expandiπg macrospace and contracting microspace, i.e. the dimensional reduction takieś place hereiil/Móre systematic approach to the problem of dimensional reduction 

(3)
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was proposed by Demiański et al. [2] when the fuli classification of homogeneous multi- dimensional cosmologies was performed. Many models from this classification have been investigated in the literaturę and were found to possess the property of dynamical dimen- sional reduction [3]. However, there still exists the problem of choice of physically interest- ing homogeneous multidimensional models. For instance, those models which can isotrop- ize are physically interesting. In the case of classical Bianchi models, only those containing the Friedman models can isotropize [4]. Because the space has in multidimensional case the structure of the product M3 × B where M3 is the homogeneous macrospace and B is a compact homogeneous microspace, the models which isotropize in macro and microspace are physically interesting. Because macro and microspace are dynamically coupled the choice of FRW models as candidates for M3 does not guarantee isotropization of macro and microspace. Therefore there is no simple criterion of choice for models interesting from the point of view of isotropization within the class of multidimensional homogeneous models [5].In constructing their solution Chodos and Detweiler assume the isotropy of both macro and microspace. lt is, however, unlikely that the universe starts from such special initial conditions. In a morę realistic description we give up the assumption of isotropy and we take into account some mechanisms isotropizing the space — the matter for example. Considering an w-dimensional Bianchi I model with matter, it tums out that there exist models in the neighbourhood of the point determined by Chodos and Detweiler which tend to isotropy when dimensional reduction takes place.Many vacuum multidimensional models with dynamical dimensional reduction are known in the literaturę. In generał dimensional reduction ends when the microspace reaches constant or zero size. The investigation of the influence of matter upon this process is in fact the investigation of stability of dynamical compactification with respect to perturba- tions caused by matter. A qualitatively new feature of multidimensional cosmological models is the existence of Kasner asymptotic behaviour near the singularity for a wide class of homogeneous multidimensional models. This problem was investigated by Demaret [6] in the context of vacuum Einstein equations and its significance in cosmology was point- ed out by Ishihara [7] and Halpem [7]. Therefore the investigation of dynamical reduction in Bianchi type I models is very important and this model can serve as a typical description near the singularity.In the present work we investigate the dimensional reduction in a Bianchi I multidimensional model and the influence of matter upon this process. Its typical character is also discussed.

2. Kasner asymptotic behaviour in homogeneous multidimensional models

The problem of classification of homogeneous multidimensional models has been 
solved in [2]. Table I illustrates this classification in the case of 11-dimensional models.

We assume the metric in the form:

ds2 = dt2-gij(t)ω'ωi, i,j = 1,.... n,
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TABLE I

The classification of 10-dimensional homogeneous spaces 
M1° = M3×B7. M3 is one of nine Bianchi types, B7 is 
a compact homogeneous space. L1 is a one-dimensional 

algebra, L3(IX) is isomorphic to SO(3)

Type of algebra generating a symmetry group on B7

where ω,, i — 1, n are basis one-forms. The Ricci tensor components are the following:Rg = -l∕2κ*-l∕4κ'∙√Rθ ≡ -l∕2√(C* i-<5j⅞)
where κjk = gkigij, g = det gu andrj _ r~∙k r∙l r*k

rij ~~ 1 ill jk ^lkl ij

Γklj = l∣2(C^+CTjgmlgk,+C‰gk,).The Einstein equations have the following form:
Rμ-l∣2δμR + Λδμ = Tvμ, μ,v = O,l,...,n,where Tμ = diag (ρ, — p, —p). By using the standard methods [8] we can show that the metric of the ρroduct M3 x B can be madę diagonal in the case of Bianchi I, II, VI0, VII0, VIII, IX type macrospace, whereas in the other cases (i.e. Bianchi V, IV, VIh, VIIa) it can be reduced to the form with one nondiagonal component g12. In the classical 3-dimen- sional Bianchi models the curvature terms cannot be neglected near the singularity. In the case of multidimensional homogeneous cosmological models there is a wide class of models for which the effect of curvature is negligible near the singularity i.e. there exists Kasner 

n nasymptotic behaviour: rj ~ tpJ, j = 1, ..., n and £ P√ = ∑ P2j = 1∙ I⅜s 1> 2 and 3 J=1 J=1
nillustrate sets of exponents on the piane (P,pi), where P = ∑ pj, for which curvature effects are negligible.
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Fig. 1. Shaded area represents the set of exponents for which Kasner asymptotic behaviour occurs in 
n

B(II) × TD model (TD is D-torus). The region with P = 2 Pj < θ corresponds to the situation when the 
j=4

microspace contracts (double shading)

Fig. 2. The set of exponents for which Kasner asymptotic behaviour exists (shaded area) and additionally 
the microspace contracts (double shaded area) is shown in case of B(IX)×Td or B(VIΠ)×Td models 

(To is Z>-torus)
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Fig. 3. In case of the B(V)×Td model (TD is Z>-torus) the exponents leading to Kasner asymptotic 

behaviour lie on the linę P = 1 — 3p>

3. Dimensional reduction in a generalized Bianchi I model — a vacuum caseAssuming the diagonal form of the metric tensor with an abelian group of isometries acting on n-dimensional spacelike sections {t = const.}:
ds2 — dt2 — £ r^(∕) (dxj)2

J=lEinstein equations take the form:
Rμv = 8πG[Tμv------ l-gμ,T)------~A

\ n — 1 ) n-l

(2)
(3)

μ, v = 0,1, n,where Tμv = (,Q+p)uμuv-pgμy is the perfect fluid energy-momentum tensor, q is energy density, p is pressure, G is the generalized gravitational constant, A = is the cosmo- 
n — 1logical constant in n +1 dimensions. The equations of motion Tμ]μ = 0 for the state equation p = p(ρ) read

n

Q

Q+p

V
+ r = 0∙ W

where V = ∩ rj is the spatial volume, and the dot denotes differentiation with respect >=ito the cosmological time t.
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We shall assume the equation of state in the form: p = y ∙ ρ, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, where y = 0 for dust and y = l/» for radiation. Then (4) can be integrated and gives:

Q = Q0V~"+''∖ (5)The only non-zero components of the Ricci tensor for the metric (2) are:

(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)The solutions (7)-(9) have been known for a long time and can be found in Petrov [9]. (8) is a generalized Kasner solution.We shall now investigate the typical cases of dynamical reduction for the models with A = 0, A < 0 and A > 0 subsequently.A. The case with A = 0Every model described by the solution (8) is uniquely determined by the system of 

n — 2 independent exponents pj. Let us assume that two of them, say p1, p2 are eliminated by using the constraint condition i.e.
Pi = I-P2-P3-P,

where
p2 = 1∕2[1-P —p3 + (l-3p3-P2-2p3P + 2p3+2P-2 £ p2)1'2], (10)

J = 4 
p = £ Pj.

,i = 4

The solutions of equations (3) in the vacuum case with A are: for A < 0:

for A < 0:
for A > 0:



9Then the space U = {(p3, ...,pπ)} would define a Kasner solution if there exists a real exponent p2 i.e. if:
l-3p3-P2-2p3P + 2p3 + 2P-2 ∑ p2 ≥ 0. (11)

7 = 4The condition (11) determines the set of models within U which represents the Kasner solution (8). We see from the condition (10) that if the microspace contracts (P < 0 for 3
Vm < 0) then the macrospace has to expand C∑ Pj = 1 — P). The converse need not to be 

7=1true. Thus U1 — {(p3, ...,pn): (11) holds andP < 0} ⊂ Udefines the subset in which dimen- sional reduction takes place. It can be shown that (11) defines the interior of certain hyper- ellipsoid in the space U. The discussion becomes particularly simple if we limit ourselves 
nto the case ∑ p2 = a. -P2. Then U1 is reduced to the subset of the piane:

7 = 4

U↑ = {(p3,P)-.P <0 and 1-3p23~(∖+2a)P2-2p3P + 2p3+2P ≥ 0}.In the case a = 1 we have a generalization of the case considered by Chodos and Detweiler in which P = p4, see Fig. 4. The point described by Chodos and Detweiler lies on the linę 
P = 1 — 3p3 as it is illustrated in Fig. 4. It does not possess any open neighbourhood, however there exist nearby models belonging to U1. For the n-dimensional space we choose 1a =------. Then we get a similar picture as in Fig. 4. The isotropic solution of Ishihara

n— 1

Fig. 4. The large ellipse surrounds the region of Kasner exponents P, p1 identifying the model. Shaded area 
represents the set of exponents for which dimensional reduction takes place
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(12)

lies then also on the boundary of this region:

B. The cases A < 0, A > 0At the beginning of the analysis of dimensional reduction in this class of models we shall determine the space of independent parameters describing the solution. It is a subspace of the space
U = {(βi, ■■■, βn)-βl + ■■■ + βn = 0 ^ /J? + ... +βn — (1 —»)A}.Proceeding the same way as in the previous case we eliminate two parameters βi, β2 which describe the dynamics of macrospace. The condition that real β2 exists determines the interior of a certain hyperellipsoid:

β2+3β2+2ββi + 2∑ βj-2(l-n)Λ ≤0 (13)
7 = 4for A < 0, and: α2 + 3α3+2αα3 + 2 £ a]— 2( + n)A ≤0 (14)
J = 4

n nfor A > 0, respectively. Assuming £ aj = κα2, ∑ βj = χβ2 we can reduce this to the 
>=4 7=42-dimensional case. The condition that a point lies on the boundary of the ellipse implies α1 = α2 (βl = β2) respectively. Thus the model with isotropic micro and macrospace lies on the linę a = — 3α3 (β = -3β3). This point has the following coordinates:

βl =β2 = βi = β*  = ∣ √( 1--u).l(n-3). βi = ...=βa=

i —.....—_-------- / i -r nj/Ł«i = a2 = a3 = a*  = ⅜√(1+n)4(n-3), oc4 = ... = a„ = - y-—yy-. (15) 
When microspace contracts and total space expands i.e. Vm <0, V > 0, then the macrospace expands. Dimensional reduction takes place when the microspace contracts. This happens if:

n — 3 /—
aj = a < — \nA------ cosh \ nA t (16)

n



11for A > 0, and:
(17)

for A < 0. The condition (16) is valid only for t < t0, where t0 is such that
n — 3

a = — √ nA----- cosh αr0
nand Vm{t0) = const.

n — 3 Near the singularity (t → 0) (16) takes the form α <-∖∣nA------and the corresponding
nsubset of models undergoing dimensional reduction is typical in the space of independent parameters. The condition (17) implies that models with dimensional reduction have to 

z---- = n — 3fulfill the condition β < √ —nA------ near the singularity, for all n > 3.
nIn the case of models with A < 0 it is not, in generał, sufficient to determine the class of spaces with contracting microspace sińce the total space expands and then contracts to the finał singularity, i.e.

and

(18)
Thus the contraction of the microspace is generally accompanied by the expansion of themacrospace for t ∈ 0, π

2\J — nA_
The necessary condition of macrospace contraction is:

β <
n — 3 /----- =------V — nA.

n For t e π.2√—nA

π

yj — nA_
it is possible that macrospace expands further or contracts
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to the finał singularity. It is sufficient that β < 0 for the microspace to contract. The suffi- cient condition of macrospace expansion (VM > 0) is:3 /----- =β <------ √ — nA.

nIt is easy to see that the following sets are typical in the space U:

(1?)where U2 is the set of models with contracting macrospace and U3 is the set of models with expanding macrospace. For n < 6 if microspace contracts then the macrospace expands to infinity or contracts after expansion phase. For n > 6 the contraction of microspace is equivalent to the expansion of macrospace. Near the singularity i.e. for t → 0 the total spatial volume is:
β3 3

V(t) ~ βt- (γ ti, lor A < 0

Models with A > 0 which isotropize for large times t possess de Sitter asymptotic behav- iour rj ~ exp √A/n t. For A < 0 and t → ~ the asymptotic behaviour is the following:
P

ri~ (Kasner). In case of models with dimensional reduction (both A > 0or A < 0) Vm → oo, Vm → 0, V → 0 in the initial singularity.

V(t) ~ βt+
βiti for A > 0.It corresponds to Kasner vacuum solutions up to linear terms. This means that the cosmo- logical constant is negligible near t = 0. The asymptotic behaviour of scalę factors is de- scribed as follows: r. ~

r. ~ t*i''* +l∣nThis is Kasner asymptotic behaviour i.e.:
for A < 0,for A > 0. (20)
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4. Dimensional reduction in Bianchi I mo[lels fiUed with dustIn the case of dust i.e. p = 0 and /1=0 equations (6), (3) and (5) give the following formulae:

(21)The solutions of (21) are the following:8πGρ0
V =------------t2 + bt, b = const. > 0.2(n — 1)

(22)where
r0j = const.Near the singularity i.e. when t → 0 we have Kasner asymptotic behaviour: rj ~ tPJ, while for large i: rj~ t2,ln. Dimensional reduction takes place when the microspace contracts. This happens if
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and the condition of microspace contraction is equivalent to the following one.

" a (n-3)t nb "
fPi<----------- — ■ Obvιously ιt is true for t < t0 =------ ----- — y pi only. Until this
1∙=ι n b a(n-3)moment the microspace contracts and then begins to expand. The asymptotic behaviour for large t does not depend on particular choice of the parameters identifying the model.
5. Dimensional reduction in models with radiation p = l/n ■ g — a unified form of the metric 

for the equation of state p = ygUsing the unified form of the metric for a classical Bianchi I model [10] we see that it is worthwhile to seek for solutions of the n-dimensional model in the form
ds2 = A2γdt2- f t2piA2qi(dxi)2,

i=lwhere (23)
∑ Pi = ∑ Qi = ∑ P? = ∑ = I-
i=l i=l i=l i=lThen solutions of (6) are the following:2= Pi’n

Po
(M)'∙ 1 ’ Po 2(n~l)8πGng =

A1 γ = as + amt1 γ, a,, txm = const. (24)For given y the solution depends on three parameters: pi, as, am and only two of them are important because we are always able to rescale αs or αm. If am = 0 we can choose αs = 1 and get the generalized Kasner solution. If αs = 0 we rescale a,„ = 1 and obtain a general- ized fiat Friedman model:
4 n

ds2 = dt2~ tn<1 + >,)^ £ (dxl)2. 
i= 1

(25)
If am<xs ≠ 0 we have the generalized Jacobs solution [11]. If αs > 0 then A > 0 for all r ≥ 0 and a singularity appears in this class of models for t = 0. If αs < 0 then a singularity appears at a certain positive moment ts such that X(ts) = 0. Near the singularity we have Kasner asymptotic behaviour while for large t isotropic behaviour occurs.Front the point of view of dimensional reduction these models exhibit the so-called dimensional reduction breaking which is a characteristic feature of dust models. These models never isotropize to the point described by Chodos and Detweiler. In the generalized Bianchi I model we have always certain anisotropy until the moment of fuli contraction of the microspace, while in the classical case the influence of matter isotropizes the model.
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6. ConclusionsWe have considered certain mechanisms isotropizing the space in an M-dimensional Bianchi I model. Although these models can isotropize, it leads to the breakdown of dimen- sional reduction. In particular, the solution given by Chodos and Detweiler (isotropic macro and microspace) is a very special one in the sense that there is no simple mechanism of isotropization which can lead to this solution.We conclude that while considering the connection between isotropization and dimen- sional reduction we ought to look for a mechanism of dimensional reduction leading to isotropization of the macro and microspace. The converse dependence does not exist.The classical Kaluza-Klein model is usually treated as a ground state of the quantum version of the Kaluza-Klein theory. It is usually assumed that the space possesses the struc- ture of M4 × Bβ where M4 is the 4-dimensional Minkowskian spacetime and BD is a certain compact D-dimensional space, most often it is a sphere SD [12].This assumption about M4 is not valid in the cosmological context and should be replaced by R1 × S3 for closed models and R1 × Q3 for open ones [13], We can in generał assume that the ground state possesses the structure of R1 × M3 × Bβ where M3 and BD are homogeneous spaces. The symmetries of the ground state are not as large as the symmetries of the theory i.e. spontaneous symmetry breakingexists. If we take the classical cosmological solutions as a ground state then those solutions which lead to isotropic macro and microspace are the most interesting from the physical point of view. One can show that the set of models leading to an isotropic microspace is of measure zero in the class of homogeneous Kaluza-Klein theories (for details see: J. Szczęsny, M. Biesiada and M. Szydłowski, sub- mitted to Phys. Lett. B). This result corresponds to the theorem formulated by Collins and Hawking for classical Bianchi models [4].
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